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How do you measure the dust size distribution?

You can’t.

I No theoretical models for size distribution

I Lots of different ways to generate distributions consistent with
observed ISM emission and extinction



Context for WD01

I Spectral features of the diffuse ISM make a strong case for a
primarily carbonaceous and silicate dust population

I Spherical carbon+silicate only models successfully reproduce
both the extinction and emission features of the diffuse ISM
over limited region of spectrum

I Baseline for this kind of analysis due to MRN



MRN Model

Mathis, Rumpl, and Nordsieck 1977

I Extinction observed from 110 nm to 1 µm

I Define n(a) = #(grains at radius a)/#(H nuclei)
I Mie theory gives extinction due to a proposed n(a), given a

dielectric function
I Only works here for 5nm < a < 250nm

I Least squares n(a) turns out to be ∝ a−3.5



WD01 Model

I Microwave and IR emission imply significant dust at sizes
above and below MRN range

I MRN didn’t know about varying RV = A(V )/E (B − V )

I Models of the dielectric functions of PAHs and silicates are
much improved by 2001

I WD propose a functional form first, then use it to least
squares fit observed A(λ)

I Needed to invent numerical codes to get outside of Mie theory
regime!





WD01 Model

I Some parameters are constrained by need to match observed
microwave emission

I PAH emission line strengths
I heating from starlight
I dipole radiation from spinning grains

I Other parameters just don’t yield fits that work outside of
certain ranges

I Further required that n(a) approximately reflect solar
abundances





WD01 is not the only approach

I Other functional forms

I Maximum entropy method

I Least dust method





WD01 Findings

I Use the model to find albedo and scattering parameters for
common values of RV

I Estimate n(a) along SMC, LMC, HD210121 sightlines

I Tension with solar carbon and silicate abundances


